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This phone call is death wish
One more doubt
And I'll be all out of
Patience and time for this
What we used to be
Seems like a dream
Right now, for the sake of me
Can't this just wait til i get home tonight?

Well I'm coming home tonight
With my heart strapped to my side
Nothing's been said
But we've slipped into bed
I hate to say this but we fell in love with dead
What the hell? Who are you kidding?
My heart's in a vice, is this called living?
So take your shots and let's put a stop
To our dying clock.

Honestly I can't wait til we can
Write us off as teenage dreamers
This is so second nature
I've grown so well to hate her

Well I'm coming home tonight
You said you'd be there but we both know that you lied
I said come back to me
You said baby, we'll see
Give it up cause we both know what that means
I can tell with you there's no winning
I'm in this game but not for the killing
I'll take my shots so let's put a stop
To our dying clock.

Honestly I can't wait til we can
Write us off as teenage dreamers
This is so second nature
I've grown so well to hate her
So when you're lying there in bed
And I'm the only thing that's running through your head
Do your best not to sound so desperate
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My best words were left unspoken
I didn't realize we became so broken
Fine. You take your's and I'll take mine
Our love was just a lie.

Our love was just a lie.

Can't this just wait til I get home tonight?

You sound so desperate.
This is what I call home
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